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Abstract. We have designed an orthogonal curvilinear

terrain-following coordinate (the orthogonal σ coordinate,

or the OS coordinate) to reduce the advection errors in the

classic σ coordinate. First, we rotate the basis vectors of the

z coordinate in a specific way in order to obtain the orthog-

onal, terrain-following basis vectors of the OS coordinate,

and then add a rotation parameter b to each rotation angle to

create the smoother vertical levels of the OS coordinate with

increasing height. Second, we solve the corresponding def-

inition of each OS coordinate through its basis vectors; and

then solve the 3-D coordinate surfaces of the OS coordinate

numerically, therefore the computational grids created by the

OS coordinate are not exactly orthogonal and its orthogo-

nality is dependent on the accuracy of a numerical method.

Third, through choosing a proper b, we can significantly

smooth the vertical levels of the OS coordinate over a steep

terrain, and, more importantly, we can create the orthogonal,

terrain-following computational grids in the vertical through

the orthogonal basis vectors of the OS coordinate, which can

reduce the advection errors better than the corresponding hy-

brid σ coordinate. However, the convergence of the grid lines

in the OS coordinate over orography restricts the time step

and increases the numerical errors. We demonstrate the ad-

vantages and the drawbacks of the OS coordinate relative to

the hybrid σ coordinate using two sets of 2-D linear advec-

tion experiments.

1 Introduction

The complex surface of the Earth is the lower boundary of

a numerical atmospheric model, which has become more

and more important for operational forecast and scientific

research. There are mainly two kinds of methods to deal

with the terrain in a model: using a proper vertical coor-

dinate, such as the terrain-following coordinate proposed

by Phillips (1957), or using the cut-cell method that has

been used in computational fluid dynamics and recently been

adapted by many researchers for simulating atmospheric and

oceanic flows over irregular geometry (Adcroft et al., 1997;

Yamazaki and Satomura, 2010; Lock et al., 2012; Adcroft,

2013; Good et al., 2014; Steppeler et al., 2013). Until now,

the terrain-following coordinate has been the most popular

choice for the atmospheric and oceanic models: for exam-

ple, the Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM; Bleck,

2002; Wallcraft et al., 2009), the Grid-point Atmospheric

Model of IAP LASG (GAMIL; Wang et al., 2004), the

UK Met Office’s Unified Model (MetUM; Davies et al.,

2005), the Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean

(NEMO; Madec, 2008), the Weather Research and Forecast-

ing (WRF; Skamarock et al., 2008) modelling system, the

Consortium for Small-scale Modelling (COSMO; Schättler

et al., 2012) and the Model for Prediction Across Scales

(MPAS; Skamarock et al., 2012).

The terrain-following coordinate (σ coordinate) can be

classified into two types: the pressure-based σ coordi-

nate originated by Phillips (1957), and the height-based σ
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coordinate of Gal-Chen and Somerville (1975). However,

both types are non-orthogonal coordinates (Pielke, 2002;

Steppeler et al., 2003; Zdunkowski and Bott, 2003; Li et al.,

2011). For these σ coordinate models, there are significant

advection errors and pressure gradient errors near a steep

terrain (Smagorinsky et al., 1967; Haney, 1991; Konor and

Arakawa, 1997; Ji et al., 2005; Mesinger et al., 2012)

Several methods have been used to smooth the σ coordi-

nate levels above a steep terrain to decrease the advection

errors. A common method is the hybrid vertical coordinate

used in many numerical models (Arakawa and Lamb, 1977;

Simmons and Burridge, 1981; Simmons and Strüfing, 1983).

More recently, Schär et al. (2002) proposed a new smooth

level vertical coordinate (SLEVE), which is a height-based

coordinate to smooth the σ coordinate levels above a com-

plex terrain, and it has been implemented in the COSMO

model. Zängl (2003) extended the SLEVE into a pressure-

based coordinate, and Leuenberger (2010) generalized it into

a more practicable form. Lately, a smooth terrain-following

(STF) coordinate was proposed, which can smooth the σ lev-

els much more than the SLEVE and which has been imple-

mented in the MPAS model (Klemp, 2011, 2012). Note that

all these methods have been successful at alleviating the ad-

vection errors in the σ coordinate via smoothing the σ co-

ordinate levels above a steep terrain; however, they did not

tackle the non-orthogonal basis vectors of the σ coordinate.

On the other hand, Thompson et al. (1985) proposed that

the more orthogonal the coordinate system is, the smaller

a part of the truncation error is. Several methods were pro-

posed to create the 2-D orthogonal, terrain-following grids

above a steep terrain in terms of numerical grid generation.

Sharman et al. (1988) designed a 2-D orthogonal terrain-

following grid to increase the numerical accuracy of solving

the Poisson equation. Erdun et al. (1997) proposed a con-

formal mapping technique called Schwarz–Christoffel trans-

formation to generate a 2-D orthogonal grid over complex

topography, and this mesh was used in analysing air pollu-

tion. However, few efforts were put into a 3-D system or into

the design of a 3-D orthogonal, terrain-following coordinate

system.

In this study, we aim to reduce the well-known advection

errors of the classic σ coordinate (CS coordinate) through

designing a 3-D orthogonal curvilinear terrain-following co-

ordinate (OS coordinate) in a unique way. First, we take “re-

versed” steps from those used in designing the CS coordi-

nate: namely, we solve the basis vectors of the new coordi-

nate first and then solve the definition of every coordinate.

Based on the basis vectors of the OS coordinate, we solve

the three 3-D coordinate surfaces of the OS coordinate. We

carry out the 2-D linear advection experiments proposed by

Schär (2002) using the OS coordinate and the corresponding

hybrid σ coordinate to demonstrate the performance of the

OS coordinate in reducing the advection errors in the high

level above a steep terrain. Finally, we implement the mod-

ified experiments by moving the non-zero velocity and the
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Figure 1. Design of the OS coordinate. The green arrows are for the

OS coordinate, and the black arrows, the CS coordinate.

tracer right down to the top of the terrain to investigate the

OS coordinate near the mountain top.

2 The orthogonal curvilinear terrain-following

coordinate

Designing a CS coordinate, researchers first designed the ex-

pression of the vertical coordinate in order to turn the terrain

into a sigma level, as in Phillips (1957) and Gal-Chen and

Somerville (1975), and then solved the basis vectors of the

CS coordinate (black arrows in Fig. 1). This design ruined

the orthogonality of a coordinate system; however, we re-

verse these two steps therefore preserving the orthogonality

in a σ coordinate system (green arrows in Fig. 1).

2.1 The basis vectors

We use a unique 3-D coordinate rotation to obtain the ba-

sis vectors of the OS coordinate, which is to rotate the basis

vectors of the z coordinate until its z axis is in line with the

normal vector of the terrain surface (Fig. 2). In particular,

we view this 3-D rotation as a combination of two sets of

2-D rotation revolved around the coordinate axes, which are

shown as the blue and green arrows in Fig. 2, respectively.

Through the two rotation angles θ
′

and λ
′

shown in Fig. 2,

we can solve the expressions of these basis vectors, which

are orthogonal and terrain following (see Supplement A for

the detail).

Moreover, we design a rotation parameter b to make

the horizontal basis vectors more horizontal with increasing

height and finally equal to the basis vectors of the z coordi-

nate at the top of the model. There are three principles for

designing this b: (1) it should be one on the surface of the

terrain; (2) it should be zero at the top of the model; and

(3) it should monotonically decrease with increasing height.

Finally, through adding the rotation parameter b to every ro-

tation angle, we obtain the basis vectors of the OS coordinate

(Table 1).
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Figure 2. Schematic 3-D rotation for solving the basis vectors of the

OS coordinate on the upslope of the terrain. The burgundy arrow is

the normal vector of the terrain, and the burgundy dash-dotted line

is its projection on the plane Oxz. The black arrows are the basis

vectors of the z coordinate, the blue arrows are the basis vectors of

the first rotated coordinate
[

O;x1,y1,z1

]

, and the green arrows are

the basis vectors of the second rotated coordinate
[

O;x2,y2,z2

]

.

2.2 Definition of each coordinate and the 3-D

coordinate surfaces

Through the expression of the basis vectors of the OS coordi-

nate (Table 1), we can obtain the partial differential equations

(PDEs) of each OS coordinate as follows (see Supplement B

for the detail).

For the horizontal coordinate x′ of the OS coordinate, we

have

∂x′

∂x
= cos

(

b · θ
′
)

, (1)

∂x′

∂y
= 0, (2)

∂x′

∂z
= sin

(

b · θ
′
)

. (3)

For the horizontal coordinate y′ of the OS coordinate, we

have

∂y′

∂x
= −sin

(

b · θ
′
)

· sin
(

b · λ
′
)

, (4)

∂y′

∂y
= cos

(

b · λ
′
)

, (5)

∂y′

∂z
= cos

(

b · θ
′
)

· sin
(

b · λ
′
)

; (6)

Figure 3. The 2-D grid of the OS coordinate. The red lines are the σ

levels, the blue lines are the x′ levels, and the black curve represents

the terrain.

with the vertical coordinate σ of the OS coordinate,

∂σ

∂x
= −sin

(

b · θ
′
)

· cos
(

b · λ
′
)

, (7)

∂σ

∂y
= −sin

(

b · λ
′
)

, (8)

∂σ

∂z
= cos

(

b · θ
′
)

· cos
(

b · λ
′
)

. (9)

Solving these three sets of PDEs separately, we can obtain

the coordinate transformation between the OS coordinate and

the z coordinate (see Supplement B for the detail). The 2-D

coordinate lines of the OS coordinate are given in Fig. 3, and

that for the 3-D coordinate surfaces is shown in Fig. 4.

Moreover, we examine the orthogonality of the 3-D co-

ordinate surfaces shown in Fig. 4 by calculating the angles

between each two normal vectors of the coordinate surfaces

(see Supplement C for the detail), and the average of these

angles are shown in Fig. 5. Nearly 70 % of angles are in the

range of 80–100◦ (red in Fig. 5). This can be improved by

many methods, such as using high-order numerical methods.

In conclusion, through the orthogonal basis vectors (Ta-

ble 1) created by the special rotation shown in Fig. 2, the

OS coordinate can provide the orthogonal, terrain-following

computational grids. Meanwhile, choosing a proper rotation

parameter b, the OS coordinate can conveniently smooth the

vertical levels above a steep terrain (Fig. 3). These are the

two benefits of the OS coordinate in reducing the advection

errors of the CS coordinate above a steep terrain.
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Table 1. Basis vectors of the OS coordinate.

Two kinds of basis vectors Expressions

The first kind

io = i cos(b · λ) − j sin(b · θ) · sin(b · λ) − k cos(b · θ) · sin(b · λ)

jo = j cos(b · θ) − k sin(b · θ)

ko = i sin(b · λ) + j sin(b · θ) · cos(b · λ) + k cos(b · θ) · cos(b · λ)

The second kind

io = i cos
(

b · θ
′
)

+ k · sin
(

b · θ
′
)

jo = −i sin
(

b · θ
′
)

· sin
(

b · λ
′
)

+ j cos
(

b · λ
′
)

+ k cos
(

b · θ
′
)

· sin
(

b · λ
′
)

ko = −i sin
(

b · θ
′
)

· cos
(

b · λ
′
)

− j sin
(

b · λ
′
)

+ k cos
(

b · θ
′
)

· cos
(

b · λ
′
)

Figure 4. Coordinate surfaces of the OS coordinate in 3-D. The red

and yellow surfaces are x′ and y′ coordinate surfaces; the blue and

green surfaces represent the σ coordinate surfaces at two different

heights.

Figure 5. The orthogonality of the points on the coordinate surfaces

of the OS coordinate at the same height. Red represents the angle

ranges from 80–100◦, blue is for 70–80◦ or 100–110◦, green is for

60–70◦ or 110–120◦.

3 Idealized experiments used to compare

advection errors

Since the OS coordinate can smooth the vertical levels and

create the orthogonal vertical grids above a steep terrain as

shown in Fig. 3, we implement two sets of 2-D linear ad-

vection experiments to investigate the distinct effects of the

orthogonality and the smoothed levels in reducing the advec-

tion errors. First, we reproduce the idealized experiments in

Schär et al. (2002) using the OS coordinate and the corre-

sponding hybrid σ coordinate (with comparable vertical lev-

els as those in the OS coordinate) to analyse the performance

of the OS coordinate in the high-level above a steep terrain.

Then, we implement a modified set of experiments by mov-

ing the non-zero velocity and the tracer right down to the top

of the terrain to further investigate the OS coordinate near the

mountain top where the vertical layers are much steeper than

those in the high level and also the difference between the

OS and hybrid σ grids is much greater than that in the high

level.

3.1 Parameters in 2-D linear advection experiments

For the OS coordinate, we choose the second kind of basis

vectors (Table 1) as an example in the following compu-

tation, and define its rotation parameter b =

(

Ht−z
Ht−h

)n

. For

the CS coordinate, we use the definition of σ = Ht
z−h

Ht−h
,

which was proposed by Gal-Chen and Somerville (1975).

For the hybrid σ coordinate, we use the definition σ = z −
(

Ht−z
Ht−h

)n

h, which was proposed by an anonymous reviewer,

to create comparable vertical layers as those in the OS co-

ordinate via choosing proper n. Note that the vertical layers

in the hybrid σ coordinate and in the OS coordinate are not

exactly equal, due to their different definitions, as we have

introduced earlier. This could partly account for the different

advection errors in these two coordinates. We will implement

more experiments with more comparable vertical layers in

the hybrid σ coordinate and the OS coordinate in the future.

The expressions of the velocities in these three kinds of

coordinates are respectively given as follows.
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For the OS coordinate, we use a non-unit second kind of

basis vectors,

(

U W
)

=
(

u w
)





a · cos
(

b · θ
′
)

−c · sin
(

b · θ
′
)

a · sin
(

b · θ
′
)

c · cos
(

b · θ
′
)



 , (10)

where the a and c are two functions which represent the

lengths of the horizontal and vertical basis vectors respec-

tively. Here, we estimate their values by the physical grid

(1x and 1z) and the computational grid (1X and 1Z).

For the CS coordinate, we use the covariant basis vectors,

(

U W
)

=
(

u w
)

(

1 Ht ·
z−Ht

(Ht−h)2 · ∂h
∂x

0 Ht

Ht−h

)

; (11)

and for the hybrid σ coordinate, we also use its covariant

basis vectors,

(

U W
)

=
(

u w
)





1 −

(

Ht−z
Ht−h

)n Ht+n·h−h
(Ht−h)n

· ∂h
∂x

0 1 + n·h
Ht−h

·

(

Ht−z
Ht−h

)n



 , (12)

where u and w are the velocities in the z coordinate; U and

W are the corresponding velocities in the transformed coor-

dinate.

The advection equation used in all the experiments is the

same as in Schär et al. (2002),

∂

∂t

(

J−1q
)

+
∂

∂X

(

J−1Uq
)

+
∂

∂Z

(

J−1Wq
)

= 0, (13)

where q represents the tracer, U and W are the velocities,

J−1 is the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation, and X

and Z are the horizontal and vertical coordinates in each co-

ordinate system. Note that in the CS coordinate the coordi-

nates are solved by the definitions of X and Z, while in the

OS coordinate the coordinates are calculated following the

coordinate transformation illustrated in the Supplement B.

There are many schemes to discretize the advection Eq. (13),

such as forward, backward and leapfrog schemes of time-

stepping and spatial discretization schemes of different or-

der. Here, we use the leapfrog time-stepping scheme and the

centred spatial discretization scheme. Note that the centred

spatial discretization scheme is not suitable for the advection

equation, and we just use it as an example. The discretization

of Eq. (13) is written as follows:

J−1
i,k

(

qn+1
i,k − qn−1

i,k

)

21t
+

J−1
i+1,kUi+1,kq

n
i+1,k − J−1

i−1,kUi−1,kq
n
i−1,k

21X

+
J−1

i,k+1Wi,k+1q
n
i,k+1 − J−1

i,k−1Wi,k−1q
n
i,k−1

21Z
= 0. (14)

The periodic boundary condition is used in the horizontal,

while the rigid-lid boundary condition is used in the verti-

cal. The Asselin filter proposed by Asselin (1972), which is

commonly used with the leapfrog scheme, is implemented.

Figure 6. The wind field, the analytical solution of tracer and moun-

tain used in the 2-D linear advection experiments. The left panel is

the vertical profile of the analytical solution of the given u field.

The coloured contours in the right panel represent the tracer q with

the contour interval of 0.1, and the thick black curve, the wavelike

terrain.

The analytical solution of tracer q and the wind field of the

2-D advection experiments are shown in Fig. 6. In particular,

the domain of the experiments is fixed with 0–300 km in the

horizontal and 0–25 km in the vertical. And the definitions of

the tracer q and the horizontal velocity u follow the advection

experiments designed by Schär et al. (2002). The expression

of the tracer q is given by

q (x,z) = q0 ·

{

cos2
(

π
2

· r
)

, r ≤ 1

0,
(15)

where q0 = 1, r =

√

(

x−x0

Ax

)2
+

(

z−z0

Az

)2
, x0 = 100 km,

Ax = 25 km, Az = 3 km, and z0 = 9 km in the high-level ex-

periments. The u field is given by

u(z) = u0 ·











1, z2 ≤ z

sin2
(

π
2

·
z−z1
z2−z1

)

, z1 ≤ z ≤ z2

0, z ≤ z1,

(16)

where u0 = 10 m s−1, and z1 = 4 km , z2 = 5 km in the high-

level experiments. We also use the wavelike terrain proposed

by Schär et al. (2002). The terrain is given by

h(x) = cos2
(πx

λ

)

h∗ (x) , (17)

where

h∗ (x) =

{

h0 cos2
(

πx
2a

)

for |x| ≤ a

0 for |x| ≥ a.
(18)

where h0 is the maximum height of the terrain. In all the

experiments, we use h0 = 3 km, a = 25 km and λ = 8 km.

In each experiment, the horizontal and vertical resolutions

in the computational space are dX = 1 km and dZ = 0.5 km,

respectively. We implement five groups of experiments for

the three kinds of coordinates – namely, the CS coordinate,

two different hybrid editions of the σ coordinate (n = 2 and

24), and the OS coordinate with two different b (n = 2 and
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Figure 7. Vertical levels in all the five experiments. The upper three figures are the vertical levels in the CS coordinate, and the two kinds of

hybrid σ coordinate; the lower two are those in the OS coordinate. Specifically, the black, blue, sky-blue, red and green curves represent the

vertical levels in Cs, CsHybrid1, CsHybrid2, OsBr1 and OsBr2 respectively.

20). For simplicity, we abbreviate the five groups of exper-

iments as Cs, CsHybrid1, CsHybrid2, OsBr1 and OsBr2.

The vertical levels in these five experiments are shown in

Fig. 7; and the OS grid lines in Fig. 7 are solved by the Eu-

ler method. The accuracy of grid lines in the OS coordinate

can be increased by decreasing the space step of the Euler

method, using high-order methods, such as the Runge–Kutta

method, or using optimization algorithms to directly solve

the PDEs of OS coordinates (see Eqs. 1–9, and Supplement C

for the detail).

Figure 8 shows the horizontal and vertical grid lines,

which is a close-up of Fig. 7 on the Schär mountain. Note

that the skewness is one of the most important qualities of

the computational grids for solving the linear advection equa-

tion. Skewness is defined to be a normalized distance be-

tween a face centre and the intersection of the line joining

cell centres with the face. A small value of skewness is ben-

eficial for the accuracy and convergence of the numerical so-

lution (Watton, 2009). Moreover, the skewness in the OS grid

(Fig. 8c–d) might be reduced relative to that in the CS grid

(Fig. 8a–b), which needs to be carefully investigated in the

future. In addition, the centred spatial discretization scheme

is not suitable for advection even using a non-skew grid.

The OS grid lines created by power b (Fig. 8c–d) ex-

hibit dramatic convergence and divergence in the horizon-

tal and vertical above mountains and in valleys, which re-

stricts the time step and increases the numerical error. Fur-

thermore, the convergence of the vertical grid lines is due

to the terrain-following characteristic of the OS coordinate,

which exists in any kind of the terrain-following coordinate,

while the convergence of the horizontal grid lines results

from the orthogonality of the OS coordinate. So, these con-

vergences and divergences of the grid lines in the OS coordi-

nate cannot be eliminated, but their extent could be alleviated

by designing other kind of b. Finally, we calculate the hori-

zontal and the vertical Courant numbers of each experiment

in the computational space (Table 2). Note that, due to the

convergence of the grid lines of the OS coordinate, the time

steps used in the OS coordinate are much smaller than those

in the CS coordinate. Therefore, designing b properly to con-

trol the distance between the grid lines is an essential issue of

the OS coordinate, which needs to be carefully investigated

in the future.

3.2 Schär-type (high-level) experiments

Following Schär et al. (2002), we also calculate the absolute

errors (AEs) of the advection in the OS coordinate and the

hybrid σ coordinate by comparing them with the analytical

solution of the advection on every computational grid. First,

we compare the AEs of the OS coordinate and the hybrid

σ coordinate at the end of the integration (Fig. 9), and then

we calculate the RMSEs of all the experiments in the whole

integration (Fig. 10). The numerical solution of OsBr1 has

very large error due to its dramatic convergence of horizontal

grid lines shown in Fig. 8c; therefore it cannot be used for a

real simulation. Note that the RMSE of OsBr1 is much larger

Geosci. Model Dev., 7, 1767–1778, 2014 www.geosci-model-dev.net/7/1767/2014/
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Figure 8. The vertical and horizontal grid lines in the hybrid σ coordinate and the OS coordinate.The domain is a close-up of the Schär

mountain (i.e. zoomed-in version of Fig. 7). The black curve represents the terrain.

Table 2. Horizontal and vertical Courant numbers of each experiment in the computational space.

Experiments
Velocity Time step Maximum

(high and low level)
unit: m s−1 unit: s Courant numbers*

Maximum U Maximum W dt Horizontal Vertical

1. Cs in high 10.00 10.561 25.00 0.250 0.5281

2. CsHybrid1 in high 10.00 9.567 25.00 0.250 0.4783

3. CsHybrid2 in high 10.00 −2.268 25.00 0.250 0.1134

4. Cs in low 10.00 11.567 25.00 0.250 0.5783

5. CsHybrid1 in low 10.00 11.372 25.00 0.250 0.5686

6. CsHybrid2 in low 10.00 −21.823 25.00 0.200 1.0912

7. OsBr1 in high 1625.85 −4.772 0.60 0.976 0.0057

8. OsBr2 in high 10.65 0.795 25.00 0.266 0.0398

9. OsBr1 in low 6095.24 −4.772 0.15 0.914 0.0014

10. OsBr2 in low 21.00 −211.932 2.00 0.042 0.8477

* The dX = 1000 m and dZ = 500 m in the computational space. The Courant numbers are not the critical Courant numbers.

than that of Cs (Fig. 10a), which means using the orthogonal

σ computational grid with smooth vertical layers can even

create a worse solution than using the classic σ grid under

the condition of dramatic convergence grid lines.

On the other hand, the OsBr2 in which the horizontal grid

lines are much sparser than those in OsBr1 (Fig. 8c–d) shows

much better solution. However, the AE and the RMSE of

OsBr2 are both equal to those of Cshybrid2 (Fig. 9b and d;

Fig. 10b). This is because that in this high-level experiment

(above 6 km), the vertical layers are very smooth in CsHy-

brid2 and OsBr2 (Fig. 7c and e). So the difference between

the hybrid σgrid and the OS grid is very small above 6 km

(Fig. 8b and d), therefore the difference of the solutions in

OsBr2 and CsHybrid2 is very tiny.

3.3 Modified Schär-type (low-level) experiments

In order to further investigate the performance of the OS co-

ordinate near the mountain top, we move the tracer q and

the velocity u used in Sect. 3.2 right down to the mountain

top by choosing z0 = 6 km in Eq. (15), and z1 = 2 km and

z2 = 3 km in Eq. (16). Then we compare the results obtained

by the OS coordinate and the hybrid σ coordinate.
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Figure 9. Absolute errors of the hybrid σ coordinate and the OS coordinate compared with the analytical solution in the Schär-type (high-

level) experiments at the end of the integration. Shading represents the AE. The solid black contours are for positive values, and the dashed

contours are for negative values. The contour interval is 0.01 in (a), (b), and (d); and that in (c) is 0.5. The solid black curve in the bottom of

each figure represents the mountain.

Figure 10. RMSEs of all five experiments with respect to the analytical solution in the Schär-type (high-level) experiments according to the

time step calculated by dt = 25.0.

First, we compare the results obtained by CsHybrid1,

CsHybrid2, OsBr1 and OsBr2 at three times – namely, at

the beginning, the middle and the end of the integration

(Fig. 11). The AE of each coordinate at the end of the in-

tegration is shown in Fig. 12. Finally, we calculate the RM-

SEs of all five experiments in the whole integration (Fig. 13).

The OsBr1 still shows a bad solution (Fig. 11c). However,

comparing with the other three experiments which all have

much larger AEs in the low-level experiments (Fig. 12a, b,

and d) than those in the high-level experiments (Figs. 9a,

b, and d), the AE of OsBr1 in the low-level experiments

(Fig. 12c) is even slightly smaller than that in the high-level

experiments (Fig. 9c) – namely this kind of error in OsBr1

may not be dominated by the coordinate transformation error
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Figure 11. The advection at the beginning, the middle and the end of the integration in the modified Schär-type (low-level) experiments.

Coloured contours are the tracer q, with the contour interval of 0.1. The solid black curve in the bottom of each figure represents the mountain.

which has maximum error near the surface of the mountain.

On the other hand, we can properly design b to reduce the

convergence of the grid lines in OsBr1, and then the errors in

OsBr1 might be reduced.

Comparing with the AEs in the high-level experiments

(Fig. 9), all the AEs of CsHybrid1, CsHybrid2, OsBr1 and

OsBr2 have extremes near the surface of the mountain in

the low-level experiments (Fig. 12). The reason for these ex-

tremes needs to be carefully investigated in the future. How-

ever, the maximum AE of OsBr2 is much reduced relative to

that of the CsHybrid2 at the end of the integration (Fig. 12d

and b). In particular, the extremes of AE near the mountain

surface are all much reduced in the OS coordinate compared

with those in the corresponding hybrid σ coordinate even in

the OsBr1. Furthermore, in the whole integration, the RMSE

of the OsBr2 (green line in Fig. 13b) is much smaller than

that of the CsHybrid2 (sky-blue line in Fig. 13b).

Note that the maximum difference of the OS and hybrid σ

grid is near the surface (Fig. 8b and d), and in the low-level

experiments the OsBr2 shows much better performance than

that of the CsHybrid2 (Fig. 13b), especially compared with

their performances in the high-level experiments (Fig. 10b).

This indicates that the more different the computational grid

is, the greater the reduction of the advection errors by the

OS coordinate is. This needs to be investigated by more ex-

periments near the mountain surface.

4 Conclusion and discussion

In order to reduce the “advection errors” in the classic

σ coordinate, we propose an orthogonal curvilinear terrain-

following coordinate that has a set of orthogonal and terrain-

following basis vectors. The key is to use a different approach

to re-design a terrain-following coordinate. Since the OS co-

ordinate is orthogonal, the vertical computational grid in the

OS coordinate above a steep terrain is orthogonal and terrain-

following. Moreover, through designing a proper rotation pa-

rameter b in the OS coordinate, this new coordinate can con-

veniently smooth the σ levels. Therefore, the OS coordinate

can reduce the “advection errors” of the classic σ coordinate.

The design of the OS coordinate uses a reversed order

from the design of the classic σ coordinate, which is to first

construct the basis vectors and then the corresponding def-

inition of each coordinate. Specifically, we rotate the basis

vectors of the z coordinate until its vertical basis vector is in

line with the normal vector of the terrain (Fig. 2), and add a

rotation parameter b to each rotation angle (Table 1), which

makes the new coordinate orthogonal and terrain following.

To investigate the effect of the OS coordinate in reduc-

ing the advection errors, we carried out two sets of 2-D lin-

ear advection experiments: the one is the Schär-type (high-

level) experiments, and the other is the modified Schär-type

(low-level) experiments; the latter move the tracer and ve-

locity right down to the mountain top. First, in the low-level

experiments, the RMSE of OsBr2 experiment (green line in

Fig. 13b) is much smaller than that of the corresponding hy-

brid σ coordinate (CsHybrid 2, sky-blue line in Fig. 13b).
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Figure 12. Absolute errors of the hybrid σ coordinate and the OS coordinate compared with the analytical solution in the modified Schär-

type (low-level) experiments at the end of the integration. Shading represents the AE. The solid black contours are for positive values, and

the dashed contours are for negative values. The contour interval is 0.02 in (a), (b), and (d); and that in (c) is 0.5. The solid black curve in the

bottom of each figure represents the mountain. The values of AE under the surface of the mountain are due to the interpolation of plotting.

Figure 13. RMSEs of all five experiments with respect to the analytical solution in the modified Schär-type (low-level) experiments according

to the time step calculated by dt = 25.0.

Second, in the high-level experiments, the RMSE of OsBr2

(green line in Fig. 10b) is equal to that of the CsHybrid2

(deep sky-blue line in Fig. 10b) due to the tiny difference

between the OS and the hybrid σ grid (Fig. 8b and d). Fi-

nally, the OsBr1 experiment shows bad solutions due to the

dramatic convergence of the horizontal grid lines (Fig. 8c),

which is the major drawback of the OS coordinate. However,

this convergence of the OS grid lines could be controlled by

properly designing rotation parameter b, which is an essen-

tial issue of the OS coordinate. In conclusion, the results ob-

tained by the idealized experiments demonstrate that by de-

signing the OS coordinate to create the orthogonal computa-

tional grid above a steep terrain, the advection errors can be

reduced. Meanwhile, the OS coordinate has major drawbacks
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relative to the non-orthogonal σ coordinate over orography

because of the convergence and divergence of the grid lines.

In addition, if we use the OS coordinate to solve the mo-

mentum equation, the pressure gradient would have just one

term in each coordinate direction. It may therefore be pos-

sible to calculate the pressure gradient more accurately as

noted by Li et al. (2012) and it would be straightforward to

ensure that the pressure gradient be curl free in the OS co-

ordinate. This is being tested carefully in an ongoing study.

Since the advection errors exist in both atmospheric and

oceanic models that use the σ coordinate, the OS coordi-

nate can be used for numerical ocean models as well, po-

tentially representing the dynamic effects of bottom topog-

raphy more precisely and therefore simulating more realistic

circulations near complex terrains. The OS coordinate may

encounter some problems in practice, such as the Courant–

Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) criterion above a steep terrain and

the coarse resolution in a narrow valley. Since the computa-

tional grid used in this paper is regular, the effect of reduced

advection errors by the OS coordinate should be investigated

by using irregular grids. Moreover, the OS coordinate should

be compared with more other kinds of hybrid σ coordinate,

such as SLEVE and STF, and the comparison between the

OS coordinate with the cut-cell method should be investi-

gated in future in terms of reducing computational errors.

The benefits of the new coordinate need to be confirmed by

more idealized and realistic experiments.

The Supplement related to this article is available online

at doi:10.5194/gmd-7-1767-2014-supplement.
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